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The Hundred Worlds have withstood invasion by the relentless Hok for decades. The human worlds

are strong, but the Hok have the resources of a thousand planets behind them, and their fleets

attack in endless waves. The long war has transformed the Hundred Worlds into heavily fortified

star systems. Their economies are geared for military output, and they raise specialized soldiers to

save our species. Assault Captain Derek Straker is one such man among many. Genetically

sculpted to drive a mech-suit as if he wears a second skin, he must find a path to victory. It's a battle

in which he'll never admit defeat, but not even Straker knows the dark truth behind this titanic

struggle. With Lieutenant Carla Engels piloting, Starship Liberator explores enemy territory in search

of answers.
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Started off pretty good with a very interesting plot twist about a third of the way through and then the

rails came off. It became more unbelievable and the characters even more cartoonish as the book

continued. At least 100 pages could have bee cut out of this without changing one aspect of the

plot. Endless repetition of conversations, ideas, doubts, etc. At the end I really wanted all of the

protagonists save the alien to die. They were that bad. Not recommended.

If there's 6 stars I'd give it all.There were some slacking in his previous couple of books (the last one

was good though), Larson might be experimenting... But teaming when with David VanDyke, this



makes a potent mix that made my blood boil in a few occasions, especially the part where he set up

to beat his bully down, literally.Of cause there's the usual sidekicks aka Loco not unlike Park and

Naxby who can be mistaken as Marvin.But all that never stopped the book from an exciting

adventure that I hate to see an end and therefore can't wait for the Indomitable to be available.

I'll read the next one, but I can't give this more than three stars. Characters are thin and predictable.

I put this book down several times to read something else.

The story was great but a little predictable. Sometimes a little comical in the mist of a battle which

did not make sense.

Couldn't ask for more from two outstanding sci-fi authors writing together. Moving in to the second

book in the series.My only reservation is that it felt long, but I guess covering all the different

societies in this universe required it.

Really moves along, has me waiting for the next book in the line. Has all the elements of a David

going against not one but two opposing Goliaths with really different views and most of them not

good.

I am a great fan of adventure science fiction and since I've B.V.Larson, I am now a fan of his. His

books have all the requirements I like in science fiction reading. He seems to know how to put you

right where the action is and almost makes you feel as if you are a part of it, All I have to say is

"keep 'em coming".

If you like this type of sci-fi, it is outstanding, action packed, fast-paced, and the central figure grows

and matures, but remains true to his core values--great escape reading.
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